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ABSTRACT

He investigate the production of a possible

pair of-sequential heavy charged leptonsiM, - 200-B00 CeV)

at pp aulti-TeV colliders via vector boson fusion. The

results are compared with the usual Orell - Yan Mechanist»

and with the two photon process. For very heavy leptons

the fusion of W's provides a contribution that is, n% high

energies, larger than the D-Y «techanis*.



I. INTRODUCTION

U'ithiu ti»e current model of the electroweak interaction

there is no satisfactory explanation for the existence of

several generations of quarks and leptons. On the other hand,

there is nothing, in principle,forbidding the existence of

at least one «ore family beyond the usual ones. Since the

search for new heavy elementary particles will become an im-

portant issue with the advent of multi-TeV hadron colliders,

it is interesting to investigate mechanisms that enables the

production of such a new family.

In this paper we shall be concerned with the production
of heavy charged lepton, belonging to a new generation of se-
quential leptoas (v „ D i n the framework of the standard mo-

lt

del of ele tro*«»ak interaction. The charged lepton is assumed

to be very heavy, and its neutral partner masslcsr.

The approach used here for studying lepton pair produc-

tion in pp and pp collisions, is reminiscent of the parton mo

del ideas in which the high energy proton (or antiproton) is

viewed as a collection of quasi-free partons. For low energies

the only relevant partons are the quarks und gluons, and one

expect*, that the Drell-Yan mechanism gives the most relevant

coatributioa. As we increase the energy, however, other parti

cles in the parton sea might play an important role. The trea£

saent of massive vector bosons as constituents of the proton is

*ne basis of the so called effective vector boson approximation.

This approximation, as applied to the specific problem we are

interested in, has been developed by Kane, Repko and Rolnick ,

amd Dawsoo*.



The question that we address ourselves in this paper, is

the study of the various vector boson fusion processes contri

buting to the production of a pair of charged leptons in pp

and pp collisions. Figure 1 exhibits 0 prototype of the reac-

tions considered by us. In particular we will be concerned with

the possibility that some of these processes dominate over the

usual Drell-Yan mechanism (qq*Y or Z-*L*L") and the two photon

process (YV*Í»*L~) at very high energies.

In the next section we introduce the basic expressions for

the study of heavy diJepton production, and the cross sections

for the elementary processes relevant to our problem. Section

III contains our results and discussions.

II. VECTOR BOSON FUSION MECHANISMS FOR MASSIVE LEPTON

PAIR PRODUCTION

In order to compute the contributions of the fusion of dif

ferent vector partons to dilepton production,we shall use the

effective vector boson approximation. A basic ingredient in

all calculations, within this approximation, are the distribu-

tion functions. For massive vector particles, we treat separa-

tely the contributions due to transverse and longitudinal pola

ritations1»*.

The probability distribution of transverse vector bosons

in a quark in the high energy limit, i.e., when the quark sub-

energy E is much larger than the vector boson mass (M ), is

given by



whereas, the probability distribution of longitudinal vector

bosons in a quark» in the same limit, is

where,

C y - d V c o s ^ ) ^ T 3 l - Q s i n \ ) and CA

for V«Z° ; whereas Cy«-CA«g/2./7 for V-WÍ, T J L is the third

cwpowtat of the weak isospin and Q is the quark electric

charge.

The vector boson distribution in a hadron is obtained by

the convolution of (1) and (2) with the quark distribution func

tioas in the hadron qftCx). that is :

«there the sum it carried out over the quark and ant i-quark re-

levant flavours.

We are interested in computing the different vector bo -

son fusion contributions to the rapidity distribution at

y-0 for the process hfh2 * L*U* • X (h, 2 - p(p)). Thi»

quantity gives a good estimate of the total cross section .

because the rapidity distribution is flat in the considered

range. In terms of the distribution functions associated to

the vector bosons, it can be written as



where 5y y _ L*L* tne croi$ Motion for the subproces-

of Fig.2, /* is th« total CM subprocess energy and T-S/S.

Since wt hav« already considered the distribution func-

tion» we now ceacentrate on the eleaentary processes of Fig.

2, We shall consider the production of a heavy charged lepton

pair as a result of the following subprocesses

») Z°Y - l*L" (Fig. 2(a))

b) lQl° * L V (Fig. 2(b))

c) W*W" • L V (Fig. 2(c))

where the Massive vector bosons are taken transversely and

longitudinally polarized.

In the following sections we shall give the results of

the cross sections for the subprocesses shown in Fig.2, for

nassive vector bosons transversely and longitudinally polari

zed. In all calculations we have assuaed s>>My and M, >My.

A. Z°Y fusion

At first, we consider the subprocess Z°Y*L*L" of Fig.2(a).

The cross section for the transversely polarized 2° is
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III. RESULTS ANO CONCLUSIONS

The various contribution», duo to vector boson fusion,to

the rapidity distribution at y - 0, can b« infered fro» (1-4)

and fro» th« cross section» of «sen subprocoss computed in

the previous section. In tha numerical calculations wo have

used Mw - 12.5 GeV and Mj . 95.1 G«V for tha M I N I of the

intermediate vector bosons*For the weak nixing angle we have

assumed sin sw • 0.226. As for the Higgs bosoa «ass wo have

taken two different set of data, fixing the Higgs boson «ass

at twice and eight times the mass of Xo. For the Q2-éepondent

quark distribution functions we have taken the sot 2 given

in tha appendix of ref.3. For the photon distribution in a

quark we have used the Weizsgeker-William* approximation t

which yields:

where, a is the quark mass. Our numerical results are summs-

rized in Fig. 3-10. Figure 3 shows the contribution of the

subprocess 2(a) to heavy lepton pair production in pp colli-

sions at different collider energies. In this case wo would

like to stress the dominance of the transversely polarised

Z° boson cross section over the longitudinally polarised one.

We credit this dominance to helicity supression . These cross

sections, however, do not give any significant contribution

to heavy lepton pair production, since they ire three orders

of magnitude smaller than the one associated to the Drell-

Yan nechanisn (qq fusion).



In Fit- 4 ••* *• ** »*** **• '«pidity distribution «t

j m • due to Z°Z° fusion for different values of the Higgs

boson amss. No noto that the transverse contribution is

smaller than the longitudinal ono and i$ noro sensitivo to

tno lopton B U S . The I* Xo. contribution behavos similarly

to tno two photon process but, duo to tho largo Z° mass, it

lios OJMO ordor of magnitude below tho two photon contribu -

tion ivy fusion). It is intorosting to notico in Fig.5 the

existence of buaps centered at MJ - ̂  MJ , which is the

vafrjo that «axiaiios the width of the Higgs boson in lepton

pair channel.

Figuro o shows tho contribution to heavy lepton pair

production duo to tho fusion, of longitudinally and transver-

sely polarised •**" bosons (Fig. 2(c)) in proton-proton col-

lision for Itg • 2Mj. Tho transverse contribution is roughly

independent of the Higgs boson nass and, for this reason, we

draw in Fig.? only the longitudinal contribution for Mjj-aMj.

tno relevance of the *^v£ fusion can be inferred by

analysing Fig. «-10 for Ss - 20, 40 and 70 TeV. We have also

exhibited» for tho saco of completeness, the contribution

due to o* fusion (Drell-Yan nechaaisn) and YV fusion. Froa

these results it can bo inferred that although the Drell-Yan

nechanisn is the nost relevant one for "light leptons", the

longitudinal W boson fusion takes over the D-Y nechanisn for

heavy leptons O ^ » 600 GeV at ^T - 40 TeV, whereas NL > 500

GeV at J5 . 70 TeV).

We have verified that all the above conclusions renain

valid when wo consider proton-antiproton instead of proton

proton collisions.
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It has been pointed out in Ref.2 that the effective V

approximation, used throughout this paper, is reliable only

when the scattering amplitude is dominated by one of the mo-

des (longitudinal or transverse) in a clear way. Hence, for

processes satisfying the above criterion,we do not need to

worry about the interference between transverse and longitu-

dinal bosons inside a proton. This condition is met for all

processes we analysed, except in the case of the fusion of

W s for lepton masses smaller than -500 GeV. Thus the use of

the effective vector boson approximation is not reliable in

this situation.

The effective vector boson approximation provides quite

good results. In fact for the production of heavy Higgs bo-

son, Cahn has shown that using the effective vector boson

approximation, the cross section is 5 - 301 larger than the

correspondent exact result.

Recently, Willenbrock and Dicu* analyzed the gluon fu-

sion mechanism for heavy lepton production, which is particu

larly enhanced if, as they assumed, there is a contribution

of a loop of a new hesvy quark. Their proposal entails a

cross section roughly one order of magnitude larger than the

W+W" fusion Mechanise. Nevertheless, we expect that for the

production of a heavy lepton (L) and its neutral partner fv^)

the vector boson fusion studied here will be the most impor-

tant mechanism since in this case there will not be competi-

tion from the gluon-gluon fusion process. This reaction is

now under investigation by us.
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M O K E CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 ; Leptoa •*** production via vector boson fusion

Fig* 2 : Subproroitat that contribute to the heavy lepton

pair ptetuctiom : (•) Z*r4*L~ , (b) Z°2°*L*L"

an* (c>

Pt*. 1 : Knpidity diatTibution at y-0 for 2 % contribution

to heavy lopton pair production in pp collisions

for the Massive vector boson transversely polari-

sed (upper curves) and longitudinally polarised

(lower curves) at /s • 20 TeV (dotted lines),

of ToV (solid linos) and 70 TeV (dashed lines).

Fig.4 : Rapidity distribution at y-0 for Z°Z° contribu -

tion to heavy lepton pair production in pp colli

sions for both vector bosons- longitudinally pola

riled (upper curves) and transversely polarized

(loner curves) for MJJ * ZH^ « The energies are

the sane as for Fig.3.

Fig* S : The sane as Fig.4 for MJJ • SNg •

Fig. e : Rapidity distribution at y-0 for W*«~ contribution

to heavy leptoa pair production in pp collisions

for both vector bosons longitudinally polarised

(upper curves) and transversely polarised (lower

curves) for N^ - 2Mj. The energies are the sane

as for Fig.3.
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Fig. 7 : Rapidity distribution at yO for W**T contribution

to heavy lepton pair production in pp collisions for

both vector bosons longitudinally polarix«d and for
MH " wl' The *n«rgits are the seae as for Fig.3.

Fig. S : Rapidity distribution at y«0 for Drell-Yan (qq)

(dashed line), two gaana fusion (YT) (dotted line)

and two longitudinally polarised W bosons fusion

(solid line) (1^ - 2MZ) contributions to heavy

lepton pair production in pp collisions at

. 20 TeV.

Fig. 9 : The sa»e as Fig.8 at /s • 40 TeV.

Fig.10 : The saae as Fig.a at /s* . 70 TeV.
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